Media Release
43% OF AUSTRALIANS SHOP ON MOBILE
PHONES
Buyer beware - ‘one-click ordering’
Monday 25 May, 2015: Research commissioned by ING DIRECT has shown that people are
increasingly shopping on the go, with 43% of Australians shopping on their mobile phone in the past
12 months. This coincides with more than 50% of people saying they use cash less than they did 12
months ago, and expect to use it even less in the coming 12 months.
The top five categories for mobile phone shopping in Australia are:
• Clothes (22%)
• Electronics (20%)
• Music (18%)
• Groceries (17%)
• Games (16%)
John Arnott, Executive Director, Customers, ING DIRECT, said: “Online shopping has grown in
popularity over the past few years, offering ease and convenience for busy Australians, and it is
increasingly moving to the palm of our hand through our mobiles. As the use of cash declines further
and mobile payment apps become increasingly familiar, we can expect to see even more mobile
shopping.”
Key insights
• 43% of Australians shop on their mobile phone
• Women are most likely to get their fashion fix on their phone with 26% buying clothes
• Electronics tops the list for men with more than 25% buying electronics on their mobile.
• 18-24 year olds are leading the way in shopping on the go, with games (46%) top of their list,
followed closely by clothes (43%) and music (36%).
• 25-34 year olds are leading the way in mobile shopping for groceries (32%), holidays (25%), home
delivered meals (17%) and furniture (17%).
• More than 22% of over 55s have also used their mobile for shopping in the past 12 months, with
almost one in 10 buying groceries, clothes, electronics and holidays.
• 50% of people use cash less than they did 12 months ago, and expect to use cash even less in
future.
Buyer beware – one-click ordering
One-click ordering is a lure for mobile shoppers, with 46% saying they would be more inclined to shop
with an online store if they save their payment details to make future purchases even quicker and
easier. But while it may save time, it may also end up costing you more.
Mr Arnott commented: “Online shopping, and indeed mobile phone shopping, is great for ease and
convenience, but consumers need to be careful they are not compromising value with the lure of oneclick ordering. It’s important to ensure you’re getting good value and also a great experience.”
Top tips for online value
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•
•
•
•

Compare service and costs across a number of online retailers – use different browser tabs so you
can do a quick and easy comparison
Don’t forgot to consider shipping / delivery costs and times – this can have an impact on the final
price and your experience so factor it into any comparisons
Consider signing up with a variety of your favourite online retailers and you’ll often be notified by
email or SMS when they have special offers or sales
Keep an eye on ‘deal sites’ which often offer large discounts across various online retailers
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About ING DIRECT
ING DIRECT changed the way Australians bank 15 years ago by launching the country's first high
interest, fee free online savings account. Since then, we’ve brought this low fee value to home loans,
transactional banking and superannuation. With over 1.5 million customers – and $32 billion in savings
and $38 billion in mortgages – ING DIRECT has the highest Net Promoter Score of any bank.
Please note ING DIRECT is never abbreviated to ING.
About the research
The ING International Survey was conducted by Ipsos between 16 January and 2 February 2015 using
internet-based polling. The survey was conducted across 15 countries with a total sample size of
14,829. The sample size in Australia was 1,000.
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